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정보시스템 인력의 선발  평가를 한 퍼지 ART 근방법☆

A fuzzy ART Approach for IS Personnel Selection and Evaluation
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요    약

국제  경쟁이 치열해지고 속한 기술발 이 진행되고 있는 기업환경에서 좋은 정보시스템 인력을 선발하고 평가할 수 있는 방

법은 매우 요한 이슈이다.  그럼에도 불구하고 정보시스템 인력이 보유해야 할 지식과 스킬에 해서는 많은 연구가 진행되었지만 

이들 인력을 선발하고 평가하는 방법에 해서는 그 지 못한 것이 사실이다. 인력 선발은 정성 인 측정치와 정략 인 측정치 모두
를 포함하는 다기  의사결정 문제인데 본 연구에서는 정보시스템 인력의 스킬, 능력, 지식에 기 하여 이들의 선발과 평가 과정에서 

이들을 분류할 수 있는 모형을 제시하 다. 본 모형은 신경망 알고리즘 모형에서 도출한 것으로서 Jaccard 선택함수 기반의 퍼지 

ART 알고리즘을 용하 다. 실제 인사자료를 활용하여 제안된 모형의 사용 용이성과 효과성을 검정해 본 결과 본 근방법이 필드
에서 충분히 활용될 수 있는  것으로 단되었다.

주제어: 정보시스템 인력의 선발과 평가, 퍼지 ART, 다기  의사결정, Jaccard 선택함수

ABSTRACT

Due to increasing competition of globalization and fast technological improvements the appropriate method for evaluating and 

selecting IS-personnel is one of the key factors for an organization's success. Personnel selection is a multi-criteria decision-making 

(MCDM) problem which consists of both qualitative and quantitative metrics. Although many articles have discussed various knowledge 

and skills IS personnel should possess, no specific model for IS personnel selection and evaluation, to our knowledge, has been 

published up to now. After reviewing the IS personnel's important characteristics, we propose an approach for categorizing the IS 

personnel based on their skills, ability, and knowledge during evaluation and selection process. Our proposed approach is derived from 

a model of neural network algorithm. We have adapted and implemented the fuzzy ART algorithm with Jaccard choice function. The 

result of an illustrative numerical example is proposed to demonstrate the easiness and effectiveness of our approach.  

☞ keyword : IS personnel selection and evaluation; Fuzzy ART; ART model; Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM); Jaccard 

choice function

1. Introduction

IS-personnel selection is a Multiple Criteria Decision 

Making (MCDM) problem which is affected by several 

conflicting factors. Consequently, human resource manager/ 

IS-manager must analyze the trade off among the criteria. 

And MCDM techniques support the decision-makers in 
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evaluating a set of alternatives and deal with a selection 

process: by finding an optimal solution from a set of 

available alternatives according to a set of criteria. Selecting 

IS-personnel that will perform successfully in an 

organization is an important area for research. An 

improvement in selecting successfully performing personnel 

can increase revenues and profits while decreasing personnel 

turnover rates and financial losses [10]. IT Human Resource 

(HR) concerns, is still a big issue in the organization. How 

to identify recruit, and keep prized IT professionals with the 

skills companies' need most to compete in uncertain 

technology and business times. The main two issues 

involves in IT staffing are: whom to recruit and how to 

ensure the IT-staff has critical skills [5]. Ritu (2001) 

identified four strategies for determining whom to recruit: 
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long term, balanced, high-performance, and short-term. 

Albert B. investigated that how companies ensure their IT 

staffs have the skills need to respond to rapidly changing 

and uncertain technological environment. But these studies 

only proposed the organizational strategies and selection 

criteria for IS-personnel [6]. After declaring the 

organization's strategy and selection criteria, the process of 

evaluating and selecting the appropriate IS-personnel comes 

out.      

Although ART models have extensively studied and 

developed in the last thirty years and applied in different 

fields, their beneficial properties have not been used so far 

in Information System Personnel evaluation and selection 

process, i.e. categorizing of Information System Personnel. 

This study provides an alternative method for evaluating and 

selecting the appropriate IS-personnel. It describes fuzzy 

ART algorithm which enables classification and 

categorization of IS-personnel according to their similarity in 

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSA). To aid the process 

of categorizing IS-personnel, IS-personnel selection & 

evaluation approach based on modified fuzzy ART is 

proposed. The proposed model classifies candidates 

according to their similarity in each selection criteria rather 

than classifying according as traditional approach i.e. total 

average weight, and provides the prior candidate, 

recommended, and not recommended candidates. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

presents a brief overview of the characteristics and selection 

criteria of IS personnel along with Fuzzy ART algorithm. 

Section 3 shows our proposed model i.e. enhanced fuzzy 

ART algorithm to solve the IS personnel selection problem, 

along with the necessity for applying it. Section 4 presents 

the details of proposed algorithm. Conducted experiment in 

this paper is shown in section 5 with evaluation of model. 

Finally, conclusions with limitations and related topics for 

future researches, comes in section 6.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Criteria Selection

Determining the criteria is the first step in IS-personnel 

selection process. Keng (2010) identified 59 unique 

characteristics based on interview with 21 experienced 

IS-professionals and summarized 8 broad categories of 

critical characteristics of SI professionals in software 

development team: Working/ Cognitive abilities, Attitudes/ 

Motivation, Knowledge, Teamwork orientation, 

Interpersonal/ Communication skills, Management skills, 

Personality, and Professional orientation. The most 

prominent ones were Attitude/ Motivation, Knowledge, 

Interpersonal/ Communication Sills, and Working/ cognitive 

ability [1]. Ling (2005) applied hierarchy framework 

including Analysis & Design, Programming, Interpersonal, 

Business, and Environment and Application factors [4]. 

Mark (2008) selected the soft skills, specifically the personal 

attributes of problem-solving, critical thinking and team 

skills, are the most important skills for new IT-professionals. 

Furthermore the some essential technical skills were database 

knowledge and proficiency, knowledge of programming 

languages, object-oriented knowledge, and web development 

skills [3]. Kevin (2010) outlined 6 skills based on the data 

gathered by 20 researchers, interviewing 104 senior IT 

managers in 94 non-IT companies and categorized in two 

broad categories namely: Technical skills, and Non-technical 

skills [2]. Maisa (2009) applied standard hierarchical logic 

including operational, tactical and strategic to the profiles of 

IS/IT professionals [7]. Sang (2006) collected and analyzed 

555 job advertisements posted on the corporate web sites of 

fortune 500 companies to understand the most up-to-date 

skill requirements for contemporary IT managers. Their 

result categorized the skills of IT managers n behavioral & 

technical skills [8][10]. IT is rapidly changing and evolving, 

often un-predicatively. So IT manager have difficulty in 

describing and analyzing specific profiles of the ideal IT 

candidate. Makoto (2007) presented a theoretical framework 

based on exploratory research, includes 3 IT skills 

perspective namely: the task-oriented perspective, 

fundamental perspective, and the socio-cultural perspective 

along with the managerial framework [9].

2.2 Fuzzy ART

The fuzzy ART is based on the adaptive resonance 

theory, and fuzzy set theory operations. Thus it operates by 

summarizing similar data into categories. Hence input 
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values, as well as the weights of network links, can range 

only between zero and one. The Fuzzy ART neural network 

was first introduced by Carpenter et al. in 1991. The fuzzy 

ART is an unsupervised learning algorithm, which is capable 

of learning in both off-line and on-line training modes. It is 

the most recent adaptive resonance architecture, which is 

capable of rapid stable learning of recognition categories in 

response to arbitrary sequences of analog or binary patterns. 

The generalization to learning both analog and binary input 

patterns is achieved by replacing appearances of the 

set-theoretic intersection operator (∩) in ART1 by the MIN 

operator (∧) or fuzzy intersection of fuzzy set theory [14], 

while a related operation designated by (∨) is called the 

fuzzy-max operation.

Fuzzy ART neural network involves several differences 

in comparison with ART1 [16]:

1. Non-binary input vectors can be processed;

2. There is a single weight vector connection;

3. In addition to vigilance threshold (ρ), two other 

parameters have to be specified; choice parameters (α) 

and a learning rate (β) should be determined. Detail 

implementation of fuzzy ART is shown in Figure 1.

Recently, standalone Fuzzy ART network algorithm as 

well as hybrid algorithm have been applied in various areas 

of research such as supplier selection and evaluation 

[15][16], electric load forecasting [18], manufacturing quality 

control [19], pattern recognition [20], copyright verification 

scheme [21], passport recognition and face verification [22], 

image clustering method [23].

3. Personnel Selection and 

Evaluation based on modified 

Fuzzy ART

This study proposes Fuzzy ART algorithm with Jaccard 

choice function to solve the IS-personnel selection and 

evaluation problem proposed in section 1. The Fuzzy ART 

is based on the adaptive resonance theory, thus it operates 

by summarizing similar data into categories, and is based on 

fuzzy set theory operations. Thus we applied this ability to 

the IS-personnel selection and evaluation area.

The main characteristic of Fuzzy ART methodology is 

adaptation; algorithm controls the similarity between input 

values. By considering the vigilance parameter, it defines the 

membership of each input to the appropriate category [15]. 

This method can be applicable for determining the suitable 

IS-personals. Candidates are categorized according to their 

similarities with the aid of the vigilance parameter, by Fuzzy 

ART algorithm. The number and boundaries of resulting 

candidates’ categories and category memberships of the 

IS-personnel are determined by the algorithm on its own. 

According to the Fuzzy ART algorithm, as well as the 

principle of personnel selection, a model of IS-personnel 

selection and evaluation based on fuzzy ART is proposed in 

this paper, the specific process as shown in Figure 1. 

(Figure 1) Fuzzy ART-based IS-personnel selection 

model

But there are some drawbacks of original fuzzy ART 

algorithm. When inputs are not prearranged, inconsistency 

exists between choice function and similarity (resonance) 

test, which may cause category proliferation problem. So we 

used the modified choice function with Jaccard Similarity 

coefficient, which is shown in following equation [17].

Where, ‘∨’ is the MAX operator in fuzzy logistics.
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4. Algorithm

The modified Fuzzy ART algorithm for IS-personnel 

selection and evaluation is discussed stepwise in this section.

Phase 1: Determining team members, evaluation criterion 

and grading scale

Step 1) IT HR Strategy: Determining whom to recruit: 

Long-term, Balanced, High-performance, Short-term.

Step 2) Determining team members: The team is 

developed to identify criteria to evaluate candidates.

Step 3) Evaluating: The team determines the grading 

scale to rate each candidate according to the defined criteria.

Phase 2: Preprocess input data

Step 1) Normalization: Each input value is first 

normalized according to following equation to have value in 

the interval [0, 1], I==1….M

Step 2) Complement coding: Proliferation of categories in 

Fuzzy ART is avoided if the inputs are normalized using the 

method of complement coding. Complement coding 

transforms an M-dimensional vector I into a 2M-dimensional 

system input vector. A complement-coded system input 

represents both the degree to which a feature I is present (ai) 

and the degree to which that feature is absent (1-ai).

Phase 3: Design parameter

Step 1) Initialize the network: Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

based models play important role in pattern categorization 

domains. The initial parameters should be determined by the 

team of the DMs. Parameters for the fuzzy ART algorithm 

are vigilance threshold (ρ) and choice parameter (α). ρ is 

responsible for the number of categories, where ρ∈ [0, 1]. 

If ρ is small, the result is inclined to a rough 

categorization. On the other hand, if ρ is chosen to be 

close to 1, many finely divided categories are formed and 

similarity in each category is much higher and choice 

parameter α is effective in category selection. These 

parameters are determined based on the type of the problem.

Step 2) Determination of initial weights: lower layer 

nodes are connected to output layer nodes through a weight 

vector. For each output category node j (j=1……..N), there 

is a vector associated with layer of F1 nodes, w1= (wj1… 

wj2M) of adaptive weights. The initial weights for nodes are 

taken 1 and the number of the category is set 1(ρ=1) i.e. 

wj1 (0) = …. = wj2M (0) =1

this means that, each category is uncommitted.

Phase 4: Categorizing IS-personnel using the fuzzy ART 

Step 1) Presentation of the normalized input vector [0, 1] 

to the network

Step 2) Computation of choice function: From 

normalization step, some of the values may change into 0, 

which can be treated as non-prearranged value by choice 

function, causes the proliferation problem. To overcome this 

drawback, the choice function  for each category , is 

computed by 

Where the fuzzy intersection operator ‘∧’ and union ‘∨’ 

are defined by

Step 3) Selection of maximum choice function value: The 

maximum choice function value is selected by:

Step 4) Resonance or rest test: An important quantity 

related to the Fuzzy ART algorithm is the category match 

function and determines the appropriate category for the 

input also called resonance or rest test. This is the value of 

the jth node, with respect to an input pattern I used in 

comparison to the vigilance parameter ρ ∈ [0, 1]. The 
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matching function is computed by:

Step 5) Mismatch resetting vigilance test: If resonance < 

ρ then the vlaue of the choice function  is reset to -1 

for the duration of the input presentation. A new index  is 

chosen by step 8. The search process continues until the 

chosen  satisfies resonance <=ρ.

Step 6) Learning: The weight vector   is updated 

according to the equation

The learning rate β defines how quickly prototypes 

converge to the common minimum of all input patterns 

assigned to the same cluster. With β=1 the network is 

working in a fast learning mode, stabilizing the network 

state after a few presentations of all training patterns. In 

contrast, lower learning rates lead to a slow learning mode.

Step 7) Repeat: The algorithm continues with the next 

input at step 1. The algorithm ends by allocating all inputs 

to the categories.

Phase 5: Prioritization

Step 1) Category prioritization: The categorized 

candidates should be prioritized in this step. The arithmetic 

mean of the input values in each class is used for 

prioritization.

Step 2) Criteria prioritization: Then the desired criteria 

are prioritized from the prior category and further actions 

will be done by DMs team. 

5. Algorithm Evaluation

5.1 Algorithm Evaluation with Actual Data

In this section, we illustrate the approach by using a 

numerical data example. Authors obtained data by interview 

and observation from an IT company which desires to hire 

IS-personnel. After initial screening, five candidates 

(alternatives) A1, A2, A3, A4, and A5 remain for further 

evaluation. A committee of decision makers has been formed 

to conduct the interview and to select the most appropriate 

candidate. Nine criteria from a global IT company, 

categorized into Leadership Standards and Experience 

Dimension, are considered. The decision makers use the 

rating variables as shown in table 1 to evaluate the 

candidates with respect to criteria Cj and the final grade of 

each candidate is as shown in table 3.

The above described fuzzy ART algorithm for 

IS-personnel selection and evaluation is executed using the 

data given in table 2. The choice parameter α is taken as 

very small, while learning rate is β=1.0. Vigilance 

parameter, which is directly related to the number of 

category, is set to ρ=0.73. These candidates are categorized 

into 3 categories as shown in table 3.  

(Table 1) Scale for scoring the alternatives

Rating Variables Scores

Outstanding

Excellent

Strong

Moderate

Opportunity for Growth

 5

 4

 3

 2

 1

(Table 2) Scale for scoring the alternatives

Category Nr. Criteria description Candidates

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

Scores

Leadership 
Standards

C1

C2

C3

C4

Business Acumen
Team Leadership

Customer 
Centric/Team work

Result & 
Performance Driven

2
1
3

5

1
3
1

1

3
2
1

3

2
5
1

3

1
5
3

4

Experience 
Dimensions

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

Company’s Values
Business Models
Size Complexity
Functional Skills

Geography

4
4
4
5
1

4
4
5
4
1

1
4
1
2
3

3
4
3
4
1

4
1
3
3
1

A1 appears as the most appropriate candidate. It means 

that its assessment status is “Preferred”. The company 

management can choose the candidate from category-A for 

the particular post. If more candidates are required to be 

recruited, recommended category B can be taken into 

account for Criteria prioritization as shown in Fig. 2. If team 
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leader is most important criteria, than candidates A4, or A5 

of category B can be recruited. And candidate A3, of 

category C, is not recommended to recruit for that post. 

Candidates A2, A4, and A5 have different average 

weights but categorized in the same category according as 

their similarity in each criteria as shown in Figure 2. 

Traditional approach only categorizes hierarchically 

according as their average weights rather than similarity in 

each category. 

(Table 3) Scale for scoring the alternatives

Category label Candidate Category
Priority 

measure

Category A

Category B

Category C

A1

A2, A4, A5

A3

Preferred

Recommended

Not-recommended

3.222

2.778

2.222

(Figure 2) Criteria prioritization for particular category

5.2 Performance Test

There are different kinds of cluster evaluation algorithms, 

among them silhouette coefficient has been widely used to 

analyze the performance of clustering algorithms. Silhouette 

refers to a method of interpretation and validation of clusters 

of data. The technique provides graphical representation of  

how well each object lies within its cluster [28]. We have 

measured this assessment, by implementing in MATLAB.

We have calculated the silhouette coefficient, which 

ranges between [-1, 1]. Silhouette coefficient with value of  

greater than 0, shows better classification, and less than 0, 

shows bad classification. The silhouette coefficients for 

various categorization cases for Fuzzy ART with Jaccard 

choice function is shown in figure 3. The average silhouette 

coefficient with Jaccard choice function is 0.5641. This 

figure shows the value of silhouette coefficient is very close 

to 1 and silhouette for each category is greater than 0.

(Figure 3) Silhouette Coefficient for each category

6. Conclusions

In this age of increasing competitive markets, and 

uncertain technology, selecting and evaluating the most 

appropriate IS-personnel is very important for an 

organization’s success. In order to overcome the 

disadvantages of the traditional methods, this paper presents 

an IS-personnel selection and evaluation model based on 

fuzzy ART algorithm with Jaccard choice function.  The 

algorithm is based on fuzzy set theory. Fuzzy set theory has 

been applied in selection and evaluation process in various 

areas and shows the better performance [25]. 

The recruiter’s intention for selecting new technology for 

selection process is related to the extent to which the new 

technologies are believable and can be used with relatively 

low effort [24]. AI methods are better than traditional 

methods, because they are designed to act like human 

judgment [15]. Therefore, the decision maker (DM) should 

only provide the information needed for the system. This 

model can improve the quality of decision making and 

provide intelligence to traditional evaluation and selection of 

IS/IT personnel. The most important contribution of the 

proposed method was the ability of its clustering for the 

IS-personnel selection and evaluation problems. Also, the 

proliferation problem has been mitigated by using Jaccard 

choice function in place of original fuzzy ART choice 

function. The algorithm has been adaptive and has easily 

applied to firms and companies. This method has been very 

flexible, and number of categories can be varied by 

changing the vigilance parameter. 

In conventional methods; although, all evaluation criterion 

(Leadership standards and Experience dimensions) are rated 
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separately, the categorization of the IS-personnel are done 

based only on an aggregated value. Average value is used to 

measure Skills, Ability and Knowledge of the candidates. 

But two candidates that have exactly the same aggregate 

value can have totally different grades according to 

evaluation criteria. It means different candidates that have 

the same average score can be dissimilar from the 

candidate’s Skills, Ability and Knowledge. In other hand, 

two candidates with different average value can be in the 

same category. There would be no meaning of separating 

criteria if the average score is calculated. Since it can causes 

loss of criteria’s separated effects and failures in evaluation 

process. In proposed modified Fuzzy ART IS-personnel 

selection and evaluation algorithm, all evaluation criteria 

ratings are taken into the account separately for each 

candidate to place them in the most appropriate group. So 

the candidates with relatively lower average score can be 

classified into relatively higher candidate category or vice 

versa. This contribution of the algorithm is very important 

and useful. The propose method is effective to deal with 

IS-personnel evaluation and selection problem. This method 

not only selects the most appropriate candidates but also 

clusters all of the candidates according to their similarity. 
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